
Subject Specific Vocabulary Interesting Book Sticky Knowledge 
about RiversSource This is where a river begins. 

Mouth Where a river flows into the sea. ❑ The world’s longest river is the 
River Nile which stretches to 
4160 miles in length.  

❑ The world’s shortest river is the 
Roe river which measures only 
201 feet.

Tributary A river or stream that flows into a larger 
river or lake. 

Meander A natural bend in a river, usually occurring 
in the middle course. 

❑ The water cycle is the way in 
which the water move around 
the Earth. It never stops!

confluence A meeting point of two or more rivers. Important facts to know by the end 
of the Rivers topic:

❑ The river consists of three stages: 
upper, middle and lower 
course. 

estuary When a river mouth opens into the sea, 
the part of the river where fresh water 
mixes with salt water. 

- What a river is ? 
- How rivers can be used around the 

world. 
- How rivers are affected by humans? 
- Understanding the different features 

of a river. 
- Labelling the world’s largest rivers on 

a map. 
- The impact of flooding. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
- Kahoot quiz

Delta The fan- shaped area around a river 
mouth made of sediment, which often 
splits the river into many smaller channels. ❑ The river has many uses around 

the world: cooking, cleaning, 
growing crops, transporting and 
creating power.Oxbo lake A curved lake formed from a horseshoe 

bend in a river where the main stream has 
cut across the narrow end and no longer 
flows around the loop of the bend. 

Hydro-
electric 
power

Electricity generated by turbines that are 
driven by flowing water.

❑ Flooding is caused by poor 
drainage  around or close to a 
river. 

irrigation The supply of water, especially for growing 
crops
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